INJURY & ILLNESS PREVENTION PROGRAM

TSM Five Question Quiz
[PP 11/08/2020 - 11/21/2020]
First Aid II Review Quiz
1. The most important initial step a responder should do when arriving on an accident
scene is to:
__ a Breathe deeply
__ b Call 9-1-1
__ c Survey the scene for any dangers that may cause the responder to also be
injured
__ d Clear away any rubble present
2. After surveying an accident scene you discover an injured person who is conscious but
has an OBVIOUS serious injury. You should ________________ call 9-1-1.
3. Which of the following are classified as a Major/Serious injury?
__ a Avulsion
__ b Severed body part
__ c Compound fracture
__ d 2nd Degree Burns
__ e Heat stroke
4. The primary treatment of an avulsion is:
__ a Flush with cool water
__ b Raise the injured part above the level of the heart
__ c Remove any obvious dirt or debris
__ d Stop the bleeding with a clean bandage and direct pressure
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5. Shock is a common symptom of accident victims. The victims organs aren’t getting
enough blood or oxygen which causes disorientation, dizziness, nausea and potentially
damage organs or cause death. Which of the following are treatments for shock?
__ a Loosen tight clothing and, if needed, cover the person with a blanket to
prevent chilling
__ b Have the victim eat or drink something
__ c Lay the person down and elevate the legs and feet slightly
__ d Use ice packs to cool the person
6. As a first responder to a major accident you should never offer any first aid that __
______________your level of training.
7. Which burn type has a treatment that requires the victim NOT to have their burn treated
by cooling or flushing with cool water?
i. _______ ___________ burn
8. Death happens in as little as 20 seconds if this is cut?
__ a Venous

__ b Arterial

__ c Capillary

9. A typical 150 lb person has what volume of blood in their body?
__ a 3 liters

__ c 5.5 liters

__ b 7 liters

__ d 8 liters

10. Blood loss can be very critical. At what percentage of blood loss does a person reach
critical condition?
__ a 20%

__ b 40%

__ c 60%
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11. Heat stroke occurs when the body temperature rises rapidly and is unable to cool down.
True _____ or False ______
12. If you suspect someone has heat stroke what should be done?
__ a Call 9-1-1

__ e Leave them alone to rest

__ b Give them lots to drink

__ f Raise their legs

__ c Give them lots to eat

__ g Move to shade

__ d Apply ice

__ h Move them under shade
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